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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA '91 JM123 P 3 :29
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING;BO S Di

Ivan Smith, Chairman
Kenneth A. McCollum

Richard F. Cole

)
.,In the Matter of )

) Docket No. 50-4 4 3-OL ////f dPUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF ) (Offsite Emergency
NEW HAMPSHIRE, et al. ) Planning Issues)

(Seabrook Station, Unit 1) )
)

SAPL RESPONSE TO MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
OF NOVEMBER 19, 1990 RE: A LAB-9 3 9

INTRODUCTION

In ALAB -9 3 9 the Appeal Board acceded to the Licensing Board's

request that the Licensing Board be relieved of its duty, arising
out of ALAB-924, that it assure that there was an implementable
sheltering option for the beach population.

Af ter ALAB-924 was issued, November 7, 1989, mandating an

implementable sheltering plan, a flurry of activity took place--
none of which, however, involved any effort to actually develop a
sheltering plan.

First, the Licensing Board authorized the immediate issuance

of a full power operating license for Seabrook, notwithstanding
ALAB-924, explaining that, although a sheltering plan might be

required, it would not be required until summertime (which the

Licensing Board deemed to be July) because it was only then that
i

the large beach population, the at-risk population involved in
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this issue, vould exist. The Licensing Board opined that the

sheltering " implementing measures may not be difficult to effect."

LDP-33, 30 NRC 656, 671 (1989).

The applicants asserted that, as a result of new plan

amendments filed by the State of New Hampshire in November, 1988, i

the sheltering option had now been eliminated, thus there was

nothing to implement, and no remanded proceedings were necessary.

The State of New Hampshire asserted that the plan had never been

changed, but on the other hand, it had never included any !

sheltering option in the first place. Tr. 28366 (June 5, 1990)

The Commission, in its immediate effectiveness decision of
i

March 1, 1990, endorsed the idea that " incorporation of

implementing details into the NHRERP (would not] be especially
difficult or time consuming." CLI 90-2, 31 NRC 197 at 248. It

upheld the authorization for immediate issuance of a full power
| 'icense.

As summer drew nigh, and the plant began its power ascension
i

under the recently-issued license, the Licensing Board was clearly

,
aware that implementation. of sheltering, whether or not it was the

" easy" task envisioned in LBP-33, would not be in place when the

beach crowds arrived, even if they delayed their arrival until
July. The Licensing Board therefore urged the Appeal Board to

forget the ALAB-924 mandate which held that the lack of sheltering
plan was a deficiency that "must be remedied." (ALAB-924, 3 0 NRC

at 372, n. 194.) The Board asked: "must we continue to pr?ss the

State of New Hampshire either to renounce that choice (a
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sheltering option) or to amend the NHRERP to include implementing

detail for some type of sheltering." LBP-90-12, 31 NRC 427 (May
3, 1990)

Thus, by May, 1990, the Licensing Board, the State of New
3

Hampshire, FEKA, and the Applicants were til twisting and turning
in an effort to avoid the requirement of ALAB-924 that there be a

sheltering plan in order to achieve overall reasonable assurance

in emergency planning. In LBP 90-20, the Licensing Board went

even further, to declare that the sheltering issue had been

" resolved" by the State / FEMA assertions that there was not now,

and never had been, any sheltcring option in the first place.
Therefere, said the Licensing Board, since the sheltering issue

had been resolved, the Appeal Board should simply ignore the

questiens it had previously certified about this issue.

Ir ALAB-9 39, the Appeel Board gave up. Although it had held
1

in ALAL-924 that the lack of a sheltering plan was a deficiency

that dmust be remedied," it now held that, notwithstanding the
State's obviously bogus claim that the NHRERP had never included a

sheltering option, it was clear that no sheltering option was
inccuded in the planned protective actions for the beach
populatien. It said:

Be that as it may, the recent post-remand
filings by the State rake it apparent that
this is not now the State's plan. Instead,
interpreting the ' shelter-in-place' options

4

proviso that ' access to an indoor location'
r..eans actually being indoors, the State now
avers that what is contemplated is that for
general beach population is that under
condition (1), those beachgoers have their own
transportation will be directed to employ
sheltering as a protective action option only
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if they are already in a building. Everyone
else in the beach area with transportation i

will be advised to go to their vehicles and to
evacuate (although they may of their own
volition and without direction from emergency
management officials elect to enter a building
in the immediate vicinity.)
ALAB-9 3 9 at 2 5-2 6.

?;netheless, although the Appeal Board had abandoned its

roqu.rement that there be implementation of the sheltering option,
it was not prepared to entirely say " uncle" to the applicants,

FEMA, the State, and the Licensing Board on the sheltering issue.

Instead, it required certain further justifications for the

position. Specifically, it stated as follows:

This does not, however, end the matter with
respect to our remand of the sheltering issue.
The Licensing Board acknowledges that events
subsequent to our decision in ALAB-924 have
served to reveal " confusion" between the State
and applicants concerning some " finer details"
of the State's planning for the general beach
population and requests that we afford it
greater discretion to resolve "any remaining
uncertainties." This observation has
substantial merit. Ir '.ght of the State's
post-romand filings clu;1fying the existing
adjudicatory record concerning the scope and
details of the stoltering option for the
transient beach ropulation under condition (1),
in the context of the intervenors' challenges
to the adequacy cf the sheltering option for
the general beach population, we find it
incumbent Epon tb? Licensing Board to ensure
that, as a consequence of evidence previously
submitted by applicants in the course of the
hearing, several related matters are clarified.
First, because the evidence presented by
applicants indicates that automobiles are
assigned no cloudshine sheltering value by
planners, the Board should ensure that the
record contains an adequately supported
explanation for distinguishing between those
nontransportation-dependent beachgoers already l
within a building, who will be directed to
shelter, and all other beachgoers, who will be
directed to go to their cars and evacuate, in ;
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terms of condition '(1) 's purpose of utilizing;
.

| sheltering for ' achieving maximum dose
| reduction.' In addition, given.the testimony

by.New Hampshire emergency planning officials
suggesting the need to distinguish-between.

I suitable and unsuitable shelter, the Licensing-
I Board should-ensure that.the record'is clear as.
| to whether such measures are necessary relative

to the " shelter-in-place" option as now
described by the. State. Finally, given
applicants' evidence acknowledging the central-
importance of quality' emergency notification
messages, the Licensing Board should ensure
that any EBS/public address message proposed -

for use relative to condition (1) makes clear
| the steps.that all members of the beach

population are to take'in the event that a
" shelter-in-place," as now described by the
state, is recommended. Whether any of these

l .-

matters requires additional submissions from
the parties is.a mattet1we le&veito the initial
judgment of the. Licensing Board.

In-short, the Appeal Board now.vants, not the once

ancicipated but never delivered sheltering plan, but a record-

supported basis for finding the emergency plan: provided' maximum

dose savings.for thousands of beachgoers without any sheltering
plan.

,

| The Licensing Board, in other words, is to demonstrate-that

, the record establishes that'the evacuation only' strategy _does.in
1

fact maximize dose savings for the beach-population,.in. light of

the fact that the transportation-dependent 1 portion-of the beach

population, the so-called 2 percent, .are to bc ' directed tx)
:

shelters.
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THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO RECORD SUPPORT FOR THE
PROPOSITION THAT THE EVACUATION-ONLY STRATEGY
IS THE DOSE MAXIMIZlNG PPOTECTIVE ACTION FOR
THE BEACH POPULATION IN ALL ACCIDENT SCENARIOS
WITHIN THE PLANNING SPECTRUM.

The record establishes that it will take "six or over six"

hours to merely move all the beachgoers in /ehicles from one side
*

of the beach to the other. (Tr. 6712 at 13, December 1, 1987,

Testimony of Lieberman. ) It further establishes that those

beachyoors sitting in their cars, for the up to "six or more" hour

period, largely within sight of the reactor, and ending up

essentially no further away from the source of the danger than

when they started, will receive,no radiation protection at all

since automobiles provide no sheltering protection. "The NHRERP

does not consider the automobile as a location for shelter."

State pleading of January 10, 1991.

The Stone & Webster survey was found; by th .ansing Board,

to establish that there is enoug'.) shelter, in terms of square feet

nf floor space, for the beach population. Even if the overall

averoge dose reduction factor, DRF, for buildings is only 10
percent, this indicates there is a potential for some dose

savings, for some types of accidents, basically frst-moving

accidenta, with primarily gaseous releases, over as much as a six-

hour exposure beachgoers will be facing sitting in their

automobiles.

Moreover, although no one has bothered to look, it is evident

that certain of the buildings will provide dose reduction factors

in excess of 10 percent, since the 10 percent is an average

figure.
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The combin2d spponents all replied that none of this can

cause the NHRERP to provide less than reasonable assurance of

adequate protection because of the uncertainties of predicting an
accident, the nature of the plume, and the direction it may
travel. In light of these uncertainties, it is argued, the
evacuation strategy will always be the recommendation in ERPA A,
the planning area including the beaches. The evacuation-only

strategy (previously called " shelter-in-place," a piece of

disingenuous semantic trickery), is now revealed to be nothing
more than a purported "best efforts" emergency plan, a standard

the NRC has claimed to disavow.

The fact that there are uncertainties in predicting the
accident course, and the nature and extent of the plume, does not

establich that the evacuation-only strategy is the dose-minimizing
strategy in all circumstan:c.. There is absolutely no record.

support, anywhere, to suggest that the evacuation-only strategy
'

i

for the beachgoers is the dose-minimizing option in all relevant
accident scenarios. All the record establishes is that the pro-
licensing parties have used every device to avoid complying with

the mandate of ALAB-924, aad now want to avoid even realistically
dealing with the justification for that avoidance.

For record references, SAPL would direct the Board and the
parties to the transcript of May 3, 1989. There, at Tr. 10190,

State witness Wallace, Director of the Division of Public Health,
said: "The utility might make no recommendations for shelter or

evacuation, but we might feel it's appropriate to make some
recommendations."
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At page 10192, Dr. Wallace testifasd further.
:

n Q. So just to get some agreement, according
j to this there might be instances in which

the entire beach population would bei

j advised-to shelter; is that correct?

A. (Wallace) . That's correct. Once again,
in our general statement,.if the maximum
dose saving forithe most number of
individuals can be achieved throuah
shelter, that's-the recommendation that

;
.

would be given.
: Tr. 10192-93.

*

I. At Tr. 10354, Dr. Wallace further added:

And as indicated in our testimony, the actions !
:

that will be taken will be those that maximize '4

! dose savings. In some cases it will .txa
| evacuation, as.the State says, in nearly all
i cases, but there may be some cases where-

sheltering maximizes dose savings.

At 10360, State Witness Bonds,. acknowledged that a-

recommendation to shelter could yrovide dose savings over people

merely standing on the beach (which is the equivalent of the '

evacuation-only strategy), .in the event of a fast-breaking
1

l accident with a major plume released toward'the beach, in light of

the evacuation time estimates for vehicles of six or'more hours to
|

| clear the beach.. -

Respectfully submitted,

Seacoast Anti-Pollution League
| By its Attorneys,
|

. - BACKUS, MEYER & SOLOMON

By: M
R'bert A. Backus, Esqdlreo
116 Lowell Street

,

P.O. Box 516
Manchester, NH 03105
(603)' -668-7272
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Dated: January /k , 1991

I hereoy certify that copies of the within response of SAPL
have been forwarded to the parties on the attached service list byfirst-class mail, postage prepaid.

/ k f}" '-

Rob'e<rt A.''Bdckus , Esquire
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stomic Safety and Board of Selectmen Ropes & Gray,

Licensing Board Town Hall tet;pne International Place
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Jffice of Selectmen Richard F. Cole Geoffrey Huntinston, Esquire'

' rown of Hampton Falls Atomic Safety and Licensing Attorney General's Office
lampton Falls, NH 03844 Board State House Annex

US NRC Concord, NH 03301

Washington, DC 20555
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ishod N. Amirian, Esquire Joseph Flynn, Asst. Gen. Cnsl. Sandra Gavutis
;45 South Main Street Federal Emergency Town of Kensington
).0. Box 38 Management Agency Box 1154,

$radford, MA 01835 500 C Street SW East Kensington, NH 03827
'

Washington, DC 20555
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.nhn Traficonte. Estiuf re Edwin Reis, Esquire Charles P. Graham, Esquire
sssistant Attorney General Office of Exec. Legal Dr. Murphy & Graham)ne Ashburton Place US NRC 33 Low Street'.9th Floor Washington, DC 20555 Newburyport, FM 01950loston, MA 02108
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|t. Scott Hill-Whilton, Esq. Judith H. Mizner, Esquire William S. Lord'

'9 State Street 79 State Street Office of Selectmen
|:ewburyport, MA 01950 Newburyport, >m 01950 Town Hall

Friend Street
Amesbury, MA 01913
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;Siane Curran, Esquire Paul McEachern, Esquire Senator Gordon J. Humphrey
4 -farmon, Curran & Tousicy Shaines & McEachern US Senate
20001 S Street NW- 25 Maplewood Avenue Washington, DC 20510
3uite 430 P.O. Box 360 Attn: -Gordon-Mcdonald-
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US NRC
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